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Ministerial message to candidates
Dear Candidate
Thank you for your interest in becoming a Trustee of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
As you will know, Kew’s collections, science facilities and gardens are world-class.
An institution of that calibre also needs world-class people as part of its leadership team.
Kew is a scientific institution of huge importance, not only for the UK but as the global
resource for authoritative specialist knowledge on plant and fungal diversity and its role
in supporting essential ecosystems, which play a critical role in addressing the
unprecedented scale and pace of threats facing the natural world and indeed humanity.
Kew is custodian to one of the largest and most diverse collections of plant and fungal
specimens (living and preserved) collected from around the world over 170 years with
25,000 specimens added every year – from the Millennium Seed Bank at Wakehurst,
to the Herbarium at Kew itself.
To enable Kew to fulfil its mission over the coming years, Kew has an ambitious programme
to develop and invest in its science and its collections, as well as developing education and
public engagement.
I am looking for a group of passionate and committed individuals who want to help Dame
Amelia Fawcett and existing Trustees lead and support RBG Kew. I encourage applications
from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic candidates, disabled candidates and younger
candidates so that the board is more fully reflective of society.
We are looking for applications from candidates with expertise in science, horticulture,
commercial/marketing, and/or experience of Government and the public sector.
Your skills and experience will help lead and support RBG Kew. We very much look
forward to hearing from you.

Lord Gardiner
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State
(Minister for Rural Affairs and Biosecurity)
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Defra mission statement
Defra wants Britain to be a great place to live. Our work plays a critical role in the wellbeing
of everyone in the country through the creation of healthy environments, a world leading food
and farming industry, a thriving rural economy and enhanced protection against floods and
animal and plant diseases.
Appointing high-calibre people from diverse backgrounds with relevant skills, knowledge and
experience to the boards of our public bodies will help us to ensure that our work is more
effective, resilient and accountable.
Equal Opportunities
UK government has a policy of equality of opportunity. We aim to promote equal opportunity
policies whereby no one suffers unfair discrimination either directly or indirectly, or harassment,
on grounds such as race, colour, ethnic or national origin, sex, gender identity, marital status,
disability, sexual orientation, religious beliefs or age.
Diversity
We positively welcome applicants from all backgrounds. All public appointments are
made on merit following a fair and open competition as regulated by the Office of the
Commissioner for Public Appointments.
Disability

We guarantee to interview anyone with a disability whose application meets the minimum
criteria for the post. ‘Minimum criteria’ means you must provide sufficient evidence in your
application, demonstrating that you meet the minimum level of competence required for each
essential criterion, as well as meeting any of the qualifications, skills or experience required.
The Cabinet Office and Defra is committed to the employment and career development of
disabled people. To show this we proudly display the Disability Confident Leader logo. More
information about Disability Confident Leaders is available by clicking the logo above. If a
person with disabilities is put at a substantial disadvantage compared to a non-disabled
person, we have a duty to make reasonable changes to our processes where possible.
If you need a change to be made so that you can make your application, please refer to the
“How to apply and submit your application” on page 9.
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Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: mission
‘Kew’s work will help protect the world’s plants, the basis for all life on the planet.
In a time of unprecedented global change, it could not be more important.’
Sir David Attenborough
All our lives depend on plants and fungi; they give life through their processes and properties
and in the food and materials they provide. However, loss of biodiversity, climate change,
rapidly-spreading pests and diseases, human population growth and the associated
challenges of food security are causing unprecedented stress on human societies around
the world. Understanding the vital role that plants and fungi play, and the potential solutions
they can provide, is now an urgent task. We face unprecedented losses of biodiversity and
rapid environmental change, and we risk losing the precious secrets that plants and fungi
can give us before we discover them.
RBG Kew’s corporate strategy
RBG Kew’s corporate strategy sets out how a better understanding of plants and
fungi will help to solve some of the most critical challenges facing humanity today.
• RBG Kew wants a world where plants and fungi are understood, valued and
conserved – because our lives depend on them;
• RBG Kew’s mission is to be the global resource for plant and fungal knowledge,
building an understanding of the world’s plants and fungi upon which all our
lives depend; and,
• RBG Kew uses the power of its science and the rich diversity of its gardens and
collections to provide knowledge, inspiration and understanding of why plants and
fungi matter to everyone.
‘The invaluable scientific work that RBG Kew does globally is helping to conserve and sustain
the plants and crops that matter to supporting local communities for a sustainable future.
We will only succeed in securing climate justice if we stay true to the science. We desperately
need fact-based, evidence-based science to determine the global policy agenda.’
Mary Robinson, former President of Ireland
Winner of Kew International Medal 2018 for her work on food security and climate justice
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RBG Kew’s five strategy objectives

Our science makes
a demonstrable
contribution to solving
critical challenges
facing humanity today

We are the world’s leading
botanic gardens where
our large and diverse
audiences develop their
understanding of why
plants and fungi matter

Our collections are
curated to excellent
standards and are
widely used for the
benefit of humankind

We are valued as the
pre-eminent provider
of public education
on plant and fungal
science, conservation
and horticulture

We are a sustainable
and dynamic
organisation, making
positive global impacts in
partnership with others

RBG Kew’s priorities
• significant investment in RBG Kew’s science infrastructure (buildings, digitisation
of collections and computing) to enable RBG Kew to raise the global quality and
impact of its science;
• raising the quality of public engagement on the importance of plants and fungi;
• increasing the number and diversity of post-graduate students at RBG Kew;
• shifting the perception of RBG Kew within the UK so that it is recognised as a
global leader in plant and fungal science and conservation; and,
• ensuring financial health and securing the capital investment required to fund
RBG Kew’s ambitions.
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The role and person specification
The Role
To complement its existing skills and knowledge the Board of Trustees of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew is seeking up to four new members with either:
demonstrable scientific expertise in a field relevant to RBG Kew’s science,
expertise in horticulture, commercial/marketing expertise, or expertise in the
Government/public sector. The current Board membership is attached at
“Annex B – Current membership of the Board” on page 15.
Members of the Board have corporate responsibility for ensuring that RBG Kew has
appropriate practices, procedures and policies to meet its statutory and administrative
requirements for the use of public funds.
Important responsibilities of Board members include:
• ensuring that high standards of corporate governance are observed at all times;
• establishing the overall strategic direction of the organisation within the policy and resources
framework agreed with the Defra Minister;
• holding the Executive to account and supporting them in the delivery of planned results
by monitoring performance against agreed strategic objectives and targets and by ensuring
corrective action is taken when necessary;
• ensuring that the Board operates within the limits of its statutory authority; within the
limits of the Board’s delegated authority agreed with Defra and in line with all relevant
agreements with Defra, including any conditions relating to the use of public funds; and,
notwithstanding the above, complying with the relevant obligations incumbent on trustees
of an exempt charity, including independence of decision-making;
• representing the purpose and strategic direction of the organisation to the public
and specific stakeholders;
• promoting a culture of equality, diversity and inclusion on the Board as well as more
widely in RBG Kew.
The successful candidate must abide by the Nolan principles of public service
(attached at “Annex A – The seven principles of public life” on page 14).
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Time commitment and term of office
We are seeking to identify candidates to join the Board from 1 March or 1 April 2021.
The time commitment is 10-12 days each year to attend Board and Committee
meetings and associated activities.
Board meetings will be mainly held at Kew Gardens, with some meetings each year
at Wakehurst and occasionally at other institutions/organisations when appropriate.
The appointment will last for three years. At the end of your first term there is the
possibility of reappointment, although this is not guaranteed.

Remuneration and expenses
The role is unremunerated, but essential expenses comprising travel, accommodation
if required, and subsistence are payable based on Kew’s expenses arrangements,
which are set out in Kew’s Guidance on Financial Policy and Practice.

Essential criteria
All applicants must demonstrate the following criteria:
• an enthusiasm for, and genuine interest in the work delivered by the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew and support of its purpose, values and strategic direction;
• an ability to analyse issues at a strategic level in ways which are impartial, creative and
focused on finding solutions;
• demonstrable ability to provide constructive and independent leadership, challenge and
support to the Board of a complex organisation;
• exceptional communication skills and ability to influence and engage a strong and diverse
network of people and organisations and the ability to inspire confidence and build upon
Kew’s profile nationally and internationally.
This recruitment will seek to fill four vacancies on the Board. Successful candidates for these
vacancies should also be able to demonstrate expertise in one of the following specified areas
• Scientific expertise in a field relevant to RBG Kew’s science: RBG Kew is primarily
a scientific organisation with scientific collections. RBG Kew would benefit from
an individual with a globally-recognised scientific reputation and a track record
of science leadership and capital investment.
• Horticulture: We are seeking an individual with a national profile in horticulture
and leadership experience. They should also have expertise in plant cultivation
and management.
• Commercial/Marketing: We are seeking an individual with outstanding corporate,
commercial and business expertise, as well as marketing and visitor-attraction experience.
• Government/public sector: RGB Kew works closely with Government and the public sector
and we welcome applications from those who are familiar with working within
this environment or similar complex organisations.
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The recruitment process
The closing date for applications is 12 noon on 4 August 2020. We expect to have
shortlisted by 14 September with interviews on 5 and 6 October.
It is essential that your statement of suitability gives full but concise information
relevant to the appointment, clearly demonstrating how you meet each of the
“Essential criteria” on page 8. Please also specify for which role you are applying.
The Advisory Assessment Panel will consist of Gideon Henderson (Chief Scientific Adviser,
Defra) as Chair, Dame Amelia Fawcett (Chair, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew) and Jim Gardiner
(Former Executive Vice President, Royal Horticultural Society) as the Independent
Panel Member. At the shortlist meeting the Panel will assess each application against
the essential criteria in order to decide who to invite for interview.
Interviews are expected to take place by video conference and will last for approximately
40 minutes. Further details about the format will be provided to you in advance.
These are Ministerial appointments and all candidates deemed appointable by the Panel
will meet with Lord Gardiner before a final decision is made.

How to apply and submit your application
To apply, please send the following to publicappts@defra.gov.uk quoting
reference APPT 02-20:
• a CV of no more than two sides of A4;
• a supporting statement of up to 1,000 words (not more than two sides of A4),
setting out how you meet the essential criteria – make sure you refer to the contents
of this document and provide specific examples;
• e-mail addresses for two referees;
• diversity and political activity monitoring form;
• conflicts of interest and conduct monitoring form.
If you have any questions about the appointments process please contact the
Public Appointments Team at: publicappts@defra.gov.uk
For an informal discussion about the role please contact Balwinder Allen,
Kew Board Secretary, on b.allen@kew.org
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Ineligibility criteria
You cannot be considered for a public appointment if:
• you become bankrupt or make an arrangement with creditors;
• your estate has been sequestrated in Scotland or you enter into a debt arrangement
programme under Part 1 of the Debt Arrangement and Attachment (Scotland) Act 2002
(asp 17) as the debtor or have, under Scots law, granted a trust deed for creditors;
• you are disqualified from acting as a company director under the Company Directors
Disqualification Act 1986;
• you have been convicted of a criminal offence, the conviction not being spent for the
purposes of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 (c. 53);
• you become subject to a debt relief order or a bankruptcy restrictions order;
• you fail to declare any conflict of interest.
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What is the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew?
The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew was founded in 1759. Under the National Heritage Act 1983
the Board of Trustees of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (RBG Kew) was established as a
corporate body. RBG Kew is an Executive Non-Departmental Public Body (NDPB) and exempt
charity, sponsored and regulated by Defra. Eleven Trustees are appointed by the Defra Secretary
of State and one by HM the Queen.
RBG Kew has an international reputation for its scientific research into plants and fungi,
and for its living and preserved collections which are unique in their global scope and coverage.
Its gardens at Kew (Crown land, managed under Ministerial Direction from the Secretary of
State) and Wakehurst Place, West Sussex (leased from the National Trust) are enjoyed by two
million visitors a year.
As an extensive botanical garden with a large number of nationally important heritage buildings,
RBG Kew faces a significant financial challenge in ensuring it can operate as a world class
visitor attraction and site of scientific expertise, while maintaining and developing these assets.
RBG Kew has a very broad and diverse range of stakeholders and partners. Kew’s scientists
work with over 400 partner institutions in 110 countries around the world. Kew engages actively
with many UK Government Departments, including the Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
Department for International Development, Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport.
Kew engages actively with environmental NGOs, other gardens and horticultural organisations,
has a diverse commercial portfolio of partners and customers and foreign governments as well
as the Higher Education sector and research institutes. Kew achieves global impact through
positive engagement with this extensive community of stakeholders. For further information
about the current role of RBG Kew you may wish to visit the Kew website.
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The Board
RBG Kew’s functions and powers as a statutory body are derived from the National
Heritage Act. As an Executive NDPB, RBG Kew operates at arm’s length from Defra,
its sponsor Department. The Trustees need to act in the best interests of the charity
as well as meeting the obligations of RBG Kew as a public body. Trustees are accountable
through Ministers to Parliament for the public money that they spend. Defra’s role is one
of stewardship, enabling the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs to
account properly to Parliament for RBG Kew’s efficiency and effectiveness, ensuring that
RBG Kew is properly managed and that its grant-in-aid is used appropriately and effectively.
Each year RBG Kew produces an Operational Plan and its formal Annual Report and
Accounts are laid before Parliament.
Board members are Trustees of both an exempt charity and a Non-Departmental
Public Body, both regulated and sponsored by Defra. All new Board members will be
given appropriate induction.
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The Commissioner for Public Appointments
This appointment is regulated by the Commissioner for Public Appointments, to ensure that
it is made on merit after fair and open competition. More information about the role of the
Commissioner and the Governance Code on Public Appointments can be seen at:
publicappointmentscommissioner.independent.gov.uk
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/syst em/uploads/attachment_data/file/578498/gov
ernance_code_on_public_appointments_16_ 12_2016.pdf
For full details of the complaints process for public appointments, please click on the following
link which will take you to the Commissioner for Public Appointments website
publicappointmentscommissioner.inde pendent.gov.uk/regulatingappointments/
complaints-and-investigations

Data protection

Images © RBG Kew / Jeff Eden / Steve Lancefied / Ines Stuart-Davidson
Andrew McRobb / Paul Little / William Baker / Skyvantage

Defra is committed to protecting the privacy and security of your personal information
and does so in accordance with data protection law including the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). All the information you provide will be used to proceed with the public
appointment listed in this information pack and in the case of diversity monitoring information
may be anonymised and used solely for monitoring purposes. For more information about the
way we collect and hold your information, please read our Privacy Notice, accessible through
the Cabinet Office website (publicappointments.cabinetoffice.gov. uk) or by requesting
a copy from publicappts@defra.gov.uk.
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Annex A – The seven principles of public life
Selflessness
Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public interest.
Integrity
Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any obligation to people or
organisations that might try inappropriately to influence them in their work. They should not act
or take decisions in order to gain financial or other material benefits for themselves, their family,
or their friends. They must declare and resolve any interests and relationships.
Objectivity
Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly and on merit, using the
best evidence and without discrimination or bias.
Accountability
Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their decisions and actions and
must submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary to ensure this.
Openness
Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and transparent manner.
Information should not be withheld from the public unless there are clear and lawful reasons
for so doing.
Honesty
Holders of public office should be truthful.
Leadership
Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own behaviour. They should
actively promote and robustly support the principles and be willing to challenge poor behaviour
wherever it occurs.
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Annex B – Current membership of the Board
Dame Amelia Fawcett (Chair)
Val Gooding (Queen’s Trustee)
Nick Baird
Liam Dolan
Catherine Dugmore
Sarah Flannigan
Krishnan Guru-Murthy
Ian Karet
Sue Hartley
Sir Derek Myers
Michael Lear
Jantiene Klein Roseboom van de Veer

Trustee biographies
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